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Section 6 of the draft 2024 ISP makes a number of assertions that require examination to 
establish their veracity.  Chief among these claims is that Snowy 2.0 will provide 376 GWh of 
long duration storage.  The implication from Figure 19 is that upon completion of Snowy 2.0 
presumably in 2029, there is ample long duration storage in place to be able to close all NEM 
(NSW) coal fired generators (Figure 1) with system security.  Here, we examine the veracity 
of the Snowy 2.0, 376 GWh storage (AEMO 2024 ISP) claim and the implications for system 
security if the accelerated coal generator closure timetable eventuates. 
 

 
 

 



Does Snowy 2.0 have 376 GWh of long duration storage? 
 
 
The simple answer is no, when taken in conjunction with another claim by Snowy Hydro that 
Snowy 2.0 will have no net water loss.  If Snowy 2.0 does not have 376 GWh of energy 
storage then how much useable storage does it have?  About 40 GWh (see attached 
schematic diagram). 
 
It is impossible to drain Tantangara’s theoretical maximum active storage (240 GL) into 
Talbingo’s active storage1 (155 GL) without overflow to Jounama pondage and water loss 
downstream from Snowy 2.0. 
 
The claimed 376 GWh of energy storage capacity (AEMO 2024 ISP) for Snowy 2.0 would 
require at least 203 GL of water to flow from Tantangara to Talbingo, which also exceeds the 
active storage of Talbingo (155 GL), also causing overflow. 
 
Using average active water storage in Tantangara and Talbingo, in a closed system2 (not 
affecting river flows) a realistic operational energy storage capacity for Snowy 2.0 is around 
40 GWh (Tantangara 223,4 GL and 680m head).   
 
Snowy 2.0 is an open system2 pumped hydro scheme.  Any extra water retained in 
Tantangara and Talbingo to operate Snowy 2.0 will not be available for downstream users 
along the Murrumbidgee River.  Under drought conditions Snowy 2.0 real operational 
energy storage capacity may be significantly less than 40 GWh. 
 
The magnitude of 376 GWh of energy storage was material to Snowy Hydro gaining support 
for the scheme, and a disincentive for energy storage commercial competitors to challenge 
the near monopoly of existing flexible on-demand generation (5.5 GW, Hydro, Pumped 
Hydro and Gas) held by Snowy Hydro.  With increasing penetration of variable renewables, 
monopoly control of NSW & VIC Hydro and Pumped Hydro by Snowy Hydro (6.3 GW) of 
flexible generation would give further NEM market control of marginal prices with 
consequent higher consumer electricity prices. 
 
The order of magnitude difference between the claimed 376 GWh and operational 40 GWh 
of energy storage is now important to recognise for AEMO and the States to plan additional 
energy storage resources with a realistic operational capability.  This is particularly important 
for long duration energy storage which is required to absorb the excess (solar) variable 
renewable energy and fill the gaps between VRE and energy demand for NEM security. 
 
The timeline for closure of the remaining coal generators is now about 2035 (Figure 1 AEMO 
draft 2024 ISP) under the most likely Step Change scenario.  This timeline is driven by the 
uptake of renewables, displacing relatively inflexible coal generators with a poor ramp rate, 
causing coal generators to run uneconomically.  There is a timeline mismatch between the 
coal generator closures and the building of sufficient energy storage GWh to achieve 
genuine NEM competition = low consumer prices and guarantee energy security.   
 



If insufficient energy storage (GWh) is built by 2035, existing energy intensive industries such 
as Tomago Aluminium smelter (12% of NSW power) that require low-cost firm power supply 
contracts (>90% capacity factor) may close.  Future decarbonisation of steel production 
(1,500MW) is also dependent upon securing low-cost firm power supply contracts.  Without 
sufficient VRE and large capacity energy storage, the attendant decarbonised “Superpower” 
economy is jeopardised. 
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Talbingo reservoir

Tantangara reservoir

Jounama pondage

Headwaters
Murrumbidgee River

Tumut River to 
Murrumbidgee River

Blowering reservoir

Full Supply Level  1,230m AHD

Full Supply Level  543m AHD

Minimum Operating Level  535m AHD

Minimum Operating Level  1,211m AHD

Tantangara Gross Storage capacity    254 GL
Tantangara Active Storage capacity    240 GL (FSL – MOL)
Tantangara Dead Storage capacity    14 GL (5.55% FSL)
Tantangara 20 yr Average Active Storage   22 GL (36 – 14 GL)

Talbingo Gross Storage 916 GL
Talbingo Active Storage 155 GL (FSL – MOL)
Talbingo Dead Storage 761 GL (83% FSL)
Talbingo Average Active Storage 33 GL

Tumut 3 pump / generator

Snowy 2.0 pump / generator

It is impossible to drain Tantangara’s theoretical maximum active storage (240 GL) into Talbingo’s 
active storage (155 GL) without overflow to Jounama pondage and water loss downstream from 
Snowy 2.0.
 
The claimed 376 GWh of energy storage capacity (AEMO 2024 ISP) for Snowy 2.0 would require 
203 GL of water to flow from Tantangara to Talbingo, which also exceeds the active storage of 
Talbingo (155 GL), also causing overflow.

Using average active water storage in Tantangara and Talbingo, in a closed system (not affecting 
river flows) a realistic operational energy storage capacity for Snowy 2.0 is around 40 GWh 
(Tantangara 22GL and 680m head).  Under drought conditions Snowy 2.0 energy storage 
capacity may be less than 40 GWh.

Snowy 2.0 water & energy storage schematic diagram


